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Berenberg launches two new Europe-focused
equity funds with Matthias Born
Hamburg. Private bank Berenberg is extending its range of funds to launch
two new equity funds focused on all-cap Europe and the eurozone. The fund
will be managed by renowned fund manager Matthias Born, who moved
from Allianz Global Investors (AGI) to Berenberg at the beginning of October.
Berenberg European Focus Fund will invest in all European countries, while
Berenberg Eurozone Focus Fund will be focused on the euro currency area.
“With the new equity funds, we will use a fundamental selection of individual stocks
to invest in those companies with the best prospects for above-average structural
growth and lasting high profitability.” This is how Matthias Born describes his investment philosophy. “In doing so, we will ensure a disciplined implementation of a
tried-and-tested investment approach. Short-term macro-economic trends or the
index weighting of a share will not impact on the investment decision. The two new
funds will feature a very concentrated portfolio with a maximum of 50 stocks”, says
Born. While the focus will be on companies with a market capitalisation from
around €5 billion, the addition of on average 25% of second-tier stocks will be an
essential part of the strategy. The experience of fund manager Peter Kraus and his
Small Cap team is a major advantage here.
Fundamental analysis and long-term investment horizon
The overall concept involves fundamental stock analysis, a long-term investment
horizon and a stringent and transparent investment process. Fund management is
centred on an in-depth analysis of the business model and competitive position.
Intensive discussions with the company representatives as well as analysts and industry experts will help to select the companies with the best prospects. Born: “We
will be focusing on the profit and cash flow growth as value drivers of share prices,
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as this is what promises the best returns in the long term compared to the broader
market. In this way, excellent business models can grow their cash flows stably over
very long periods by means of constant reinvestment, provided that high barriers to
entry protect them from competitive pressure.”
This approach is thus linked to a long holding period of four years on average. An
investment in high-quality companies with robust balance sheets generally goes
hand in hand with a lower risk profile.
Europe offers a diverse universe of unique companies
“It has been possible to generate good returns with equity investments in Europe
for years regardless of the economic situation, as the region has many established
market leaders and hidden champions with a global gearing”, explains Born. Most
of these companies are in the industry, information technology, consumer goods
and health sectors. The current sturdy economic situation is also supporting this
development.
With the new equity funds, Berenberg is extending its fund range and providing
alongside the flagship fund Berenberg Aktien-Strategie Deutschland and Berenberg1590-Aktien Mittelstand a comprehensive offering in the core areas of German and
European equities. “With Matthias Born, we have succeeded in hiring a very wellrespected investment expert for our growth story who has unique knowledge of
German and European equities,” says Henning Gebhardt, Head of Wealth and Asset Management at Berenberg.
Matthias Born (42) started his career in 2001 in the team for European second-tier
stocks at Allianz Global Investors, where he initially managed an equity fund for
German growth stocks as well as portfolios for European second-tier stocks. From
2007, he was hugely successful in managing Concentra, a classic German equity
fund. His in-depth knowledge of German equities is widely known. His greatest
success was in 2009 as co-head of the team for European growth stocks at AGI. He
headed up one of the most successful teams for European equities and was responsible for client funds in the large double-digit billions. He has won several awards
from fund rating agencies for his outstanding performance on the German and
European equity market.
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Overview of the funds and their share classes:
Berenberg European Focus Fund

Berenberg European Focus Fund

(share class R)

(share class I)

Securities ID

A2DVP7

A2DVP8

ISIN

LU1637618155

LU1637618239

Fund:

Management company
Issue date:

Universal-Investment-Luxembourg S.A.
2 October 2017

2 October 2017

Fund manager:

Matthias Born

Fund currency:

EUR

Sales charge:

up to 5.00%

not applicable

Ongoing costs

1.79% p. a.

1.00% p. a.

Fund:

Berenberg Eurozone Focus Fund
(share class R)

Berenberg Eurozone Focus Fund
(share class I)

Securities ID

A2DVQG

A2DVQH

ISIN

LU1637618403

LU1637618585

Management company
Issue date:

Universal-Investment-Luxembourg S.A.
2 October 2017

2 October 2017

Fund manager:

Matthias Born

Fund currency:

EUR

Sales charge:

up to 5.00%

not applicable

Ongoing costs

1.79% p. a.

1.00% p. a.

As of: 2 October 2017

Contacts:
Karsten Wehmeier

Sandra Hülsmann

Head of Corporate Communications
Telephone +49 40 350 60-481
karsten.wehmeier@berenberg.de

Press Officer
Telephone +49 40 350 60-8357
sandra.huelsmann@berenberg.de
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The information presented here is a marketing communication. It is not information recommending an investment strategy as defined in Article 3 (1) No. 34 of Regulation (EU) No.
596/2014 or an investment recommendation as defined in Article 3 (1) No. 35 of Regulation
(EU) No. 596/2014, each in conjunction with section 34b para. 1 of the German Securities
Trading Act (WpHG).
As a marketing communication, this information does not meet all legal requirements to warrant
the objectivity of investment recommendations and information recommending an investment
strategy and is also not subject to the ban on trading prior to the publication of investment recommendations and information recommending an investment strategy. This information should
enable you to make your own assessment of the opportunity for capital investment. However, it
is not a substitute for legal, tax or individual financial advice. Your investment objectives and
your personal and economic situation have likewise not been considered. We therefore expressly
point out that the content does not constitute individual investment advice. This information
was not verified by an independent firm of auditors or any other independent experts.
Any investment decision should always be taken based on the sales documents (key investor
information, sales prospectus, current annual and, if available, semi-annual report), which contain detailed information on the opportunities and risks of these funds. The German-language
sales documents can be requested free of charge from Universal-Investment-Gesellschaft mbH
and Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG (Berenberg), Neuer Jungfernstieg 20, 20354 Hamburg,
Germany, and are available on the website at www.berenberg.de/fonds. These statements are
based either on our own or on third-party publicly accessible information sources and take into
account the situation as of the date of preparing this document. Subsequent changes cannot be
taken into consideration. Information may no longer be accurate over time and/or as a result of
statutory, political, economic or other changes. We will not assume any obligation to make reference to such changes and/or to prepare updated documents. We further point out that earlier
performance, simulations or forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance and that
custodian expenses may be incurred that reduce performance. For definitions of specialist terms
used, you can access an online glossary at www.berenberg.de/glossar. As of: October 2017
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